Abstract Wetlands are ecosystems of important functions in the earth's climate system. Through relatively high evapotranspiration, they affect surface water and energy exchange with the atmosphere directly influencing the physical climate. Through CH 4 , CO 2 and N 2 O fluxes, they regulate the biogeochemical cycles, indirectly influencing the physical climate. However, current models do not explicitly include the water table, present under all large and stable wetlands; model wetlands are identified as flat land with wet soil resulting from precipitation events. That is, the wetlands are only 'wetted' from above but not from below by the high water table. Furthermore, without the knowledge of the water table position, estimates of CH 4 and other gases (e.g., CO 2 and N 2 O) are poorly constrained. We present a simple hydrologic framework for simulating wetlands based on water table depth. A synthesis of hydrologic controls on wetlands highlights the key role that groundwater plays. It directly feeds wetlands, supports surface-water fed wetlands by maintaining a saturated substrate, and links land drainage to sea level by impeding drainage in lowlands. Forced by routine climate model output (precipitation-evapotranspiration-surface runoff), land topography, and sea level, we simulate the present-day water table in North America at the 1 km scale. We validate the simulation with water table observations and compare regions of shallow water table to mapped wetlands. Our results show that the framework captures the salient features of wetland distribution and extent at regional and continental scales, a direct result of large-scale groundwater convergence that nourishes the lowlands even in arid climates. The low requirement of forcing and computation make the framework easy to adopt in climate and earth system models for simulating wetland responses to climate and sea level change for the present, paleo reconstructions, and future projections.
Introduction
Wetlands have important functions in the earth's climate system. Through saturated or near-saturated surface conditions, they supply the atmosphere with potential or nearpotential evaporation. Without water shortage, wetland vegetation, through photosynthesis, transpires at near potential rates (Lafleur 2008) . The high evapotranspiration (ET) enhances latent versus sensible heat exchange with the atmosphere, shaping boundary layer dynamics and thermal dynamics, directly affecting regional climate. Enhanced precipitation (P) recycling due to widespread wetlands might have helped to sustain the wet conditions in North Africa in mid-Holocene through positive feedbacks (Carrington et al. 2001) . Peat accumulation in northern wetlands has been a persistent carbon sink over the Holocene (Smith et al. 2004) , and wetlands are thought to be the main natural source of atmospheric methane (CH 4 ) (Whalen 2005) . Thus, via carbon dioxide (CO 2 ) uptake and CH 4 emission, wetlands participate in the carbon cycle and hence indirectly affect the physical climate through radiative forcing by the most potent greenhouse gases (water vapor, CO 2 and CH 4 ).
There is a need to represent wetland dynamics in our climate and earth system models with full carbon cycle feedbacks (Lafleur 2008 ). However, current models lack a key mechanism that creates and maintains wetlands on the land surface; the land hydrology component of the models does not consider groundwater processes. Without groundwater, wetlands in the models are identified as flat land with wet soil, the latter determined from P, ET and surface runoff. That is, wetlands are only 'wetted' from above but not from below by the high water table characteristic of wetland conditions. Furthermore, without the knowledge of water table positions, estimates of CH 4 and other gases (e.g., CO 2 and N 2 O) are poorly constrained.
An accurate model simulation of wetlands is also needed to understand wetland responses and feedbacks to the past climate change. Ice-core records reveal marked variations in atmospheric CH 4 at millennium to glacial-interglacial scales which correlate well with the major cooling and warming events (Brook et al. 2000; Loulergue et al. 2008) . Changes in CH 4 have been attributed to changes in the extent and location of wetland sources, atmospheric sinks, and marine and permafrost hydrates, but their relative importance remains uncertain (Chappellaz, et al. 1993; Brook et al. 2000; Dallenbach et al. 2000; Kaplan 2002; Valdes et al. 2005; Sowers 2006 ). Some of the uncertainties stem from the lack of a more precise knowledge on wetland response to changes in global climate and sea level, such as the expansion and contraction of tropical wetlands forced by orbital precession, the initiation and migration of boreal peatlands following the ice sheets, and the shifting of coastal wetlands following sea level change. For example, while the model reconstruction by Kaplan 2002 gave a global wetland area at the last glacial maximum (LGM) greater than under present climate, Valdes et al. 2005 obtained the opposite results.
The lack of explicit wetland mechanisms in the models may have contributed to the uncertainties in paleo reconstructions. Kaplan 2002 identified wetlands as model cells with soil moisture above a threshold and terrain sufficiently flat. While it worked well in humid and flat regions, it missed wetlands in drier climate. In simulating wetland and CH 4 flux to future climate change, Walter et al. 2001a , b constructed a hydrology model that explicitly tracks the position of the water table, a key regulator of CH 4 flux. They found that in order to generate wetlands in arid climate, lateral inflow via rivers-groundwater is needed, for the water table is not only controlled by the vertical P and ET flux, but also by the lateral flow among model cells through the rivers and groundwater convergence.
These studies call for a synthesis of the hydrologic mechanisms responsible for wetland conditions, which will lead to the development of a simple method of wetland identification that incorporates the most important of these mechanisms. The objectives of this paper are (1) to attempt a synthesis of hydrologic controls on major wetlands, and (2) to formulate a hydrologic approach for wetland simulation given climate, topography, and sea level, keeping it sufficiently simple to be included in comprehensive earth system models, and to test the approach over the North American continent.
2 Hydrologic controls on wetlands: a synthesis Figure 1 is a simple conceptual model of hydrologic control on wetlands along a climate and drainage gradient, a hypothetical one for illustrating the end members in a range of climate-drainage combinations. From the left to the right, the climate shifts from a cool-moist alpine regime to a warm-dry coastal setting; the terrain from steep high slopes to flat lowlands; the thin soils over shallow bedrock to thick sandy coastal-plain deposits. Transitions in climate, topography and geology lead to a transition in hydrology: local runoff on the left and regional surface and groundwater convergence on the right. Transitions in hydrology in turn lead to transitions in mechanisms whereby wetlands are formed.
The high, steep terrain on the left, plus the thin soil and low permeability of shallow bedrocks, favors surface runoff and local, shallow subsurface runoff, which combined with low ET can lead to surface ponding and form local wetlands, such as wetland-A in Fig. 1 . Located at the high end of the drainage gradient, these wetlands may slowly lose water to the regional water table below, but runoff from episodic rain events or seasonal snowmelt can temporarily out-pace groundwater loss, forming intermittent or seasonal wetlands. Such wetlands are fed by precipitation and local runoff over a small catchment area, and they are 'perched' above the regional water table. As such, they tend to be small in spatial extent, exhibit large temporal variability in water level, and may disappear temporarily or seasonally.
Wetlands on the lowest end of the gradient, such as wetland-D, exist for different reasons. The warm-dry climate results in an atmospheric deficit (P \ ET), and the flat terrain over deep soil does not favor local runoff. Despite the lack of local sources, wetlands can form because of remote sources gathered over a large catchment above. The remote source can be river convergence through the river network on land, or groundwater convergence through regional aquifers below, or both. In Fig. 1 plan view, wetland-D, situated along the main stem of a river network, may receive both river and groundwater inflow. River inflow alone is unlikely to sustain a wetland for long periods without the groundwater support from below, which, although may not be a significant input, must maintain a shallow water table to 'hold up' the surface water and prevent leakage loss. Often the surface drainage and shallow groundwater drainage are in the same direction, and where river converges, groundwater is likely to do so as well. Rivers detached from the groundwater may exist for short periods of time along short distances, fed by flash floods from intense rainfall, as observed in a desert where the dry river beds are above the water table and seldom contain water. Thus wetland-D can be fed by both river and groundwater convergence, or primarily by river inflow but supported by groundwater that saturates the land from below. Wetlands-E, however, are away from large river channels and receive groundwater inflow only. Many coastal freshwater wetlands of the world are fed by springs, and they coexist with numerous small streams that derive their source from the same springs. The increased drainage density frequently observed in coastal lowlands is a manifestation of sustained groundwater emergence. As expected, wetlands D and E, at the receiving end of the regional drainage, are likely to be spatially extensive due to a larger catchment area above, and temporally stable due to the longer timescales of regional flow. Temporal stability is most pronounced in wetlands that are mostly fed by groundwater (Hunt et al. 1999; Winter et al. 2001 Winter et al. , 2005 .
In cold regions of the Northern Hemisphere, frozen soil exerts another control by impeding vertical drainage and limiting lateral drainage to the thin thawed layer seasonally or perennially. As shown in Fig. 2 , the depth of frost penetration (bottom of shaded region) increases from a few cm in the mid-latitude to over 1 km in the high arctic, and the depth of seasonal thaw (top of darker gray region) decreases from a complete thaw in the mid-latitude to a few cm in the far north (Nelson and Hinkel 2002) , resulting in three soil thermal regimes: never frozen, seasonally frozen, and perennially frozen (permafrost). South of the permafrost limit, drainable soil depth is reduced part of the year, and although groundwater flow can occur under the frost, the latter impedes spring drainage and creates a perched water table at least part of the year. North of permafrost line, drainable soil depth is reduced all year round, and drainage occurs only part of the year and is confined to the active layer. The impeding effect increases northward due both to the increased spatial extent-depth and the temporal frequency-duration of frost, leading to a northward transition from patchy to continuous wetlands (wetland-F, Fig. 2 ). Frozen ground is the key factor in the formation of boreal and arctic wetlands, overriding others associated with cold climate such as thin soil (slow weathering) low ET (Woo 2002; MacDonald 2002) and recent glaciation (dense till deposit). This thermal gradient similarly affects high altitudes and contributes to the formation of wetland-A in Fig. 1 . Many wetlands are located somewhere between these end members (Cole et al. 1997; Euliss et al. 2004; Thompson et al. 2007) where both local/vertical and regional/lateral flux contribute to their source, with and without frozen grounds, such as wetlands B and C in Fig. 1 . Moving down the drainage gradient, a wetland is in increasingly closer contact with the regional water table, and the relative contribution of local/vertical flux diminishes while that of remote/lateral flux gains significance. Note that the combination of climate and drainage gradients in Fig. 1 is not necessary: wetlands can certainly occur where both climate and drainage are in favor, such as in the humid river valleys and coastal plains of southeastern US (high P ? flat lowlands), and the northern peatlands (low ET ? flat lowlands ? frozen substrate). The conceptual models in Figs. 1 and 2 are helpful for illustrating the end members of climate and drainage conditions that can lead to wetlands, particularly the case that a humid climate is not always necessary provided that there are remote sources by river and groundwater convergence and/or impeded drainage due to frozen grounds.
From a hydrologic perspective, one may characterize the 'wetting mechanisms' as the following: mostly precipitation and local runoff-fed (type-A), mostly surface water-fed but groundwater-supported (type-D), mostly groundwaterfed (type-E), and mostly frozen ground-supported (type-F). The numerous existing classification schemes are based on a combination of physical (flooding regime), geochemical (nutrient dynamics), and biological (flora/fauna) features, and they are designed for mapping and managing wetland resources and understanding community functions (see a succinct summary by Woo 2002) . Our goal is not to introduce another classification scheme, but to highlight the key 'wetting mechanisms' that can be readily simulated by current climate and earth system models using routine parameters.
Within this simple hydrologic framework, we now briefly discuss the major wetlands of the world (Fig. 3 ) with a focus in N. America where our method will be tested with substantial observations. Coastal estuaries and salt marshes are excluded because they are products of tidal dynamics. Some of the discussions below are brief summaries from Mitsch and Gosselink 2007. Perennially Frozen (permafrost) Bosman et al. 1993; Chapman et al. 2003; Hajkova et al. 2006; Thompson et al. 2007; Bastl et al. 2008; Rossell et al. 2009 ) or breaks in slopes (Winter 1976; Winter et al. 1998 ). The Prairie Potholes (Fig. 3b) isolated wetlands dot the high plains over glacial tills. The semi-arid climate and low regional relief prevent the development of a dense river network, and the relatively high local relief (hummocks) favors surface and shallow groundwater runoff to local and isolated depressions. Seasonal and sporadic rainfall results in temporally focused water input, and the low-permeability of glacial till prevents rapid leakage, both leading to temporary ponding. ET is the largest sink in the potholes' water budget (Winter and Rosenberry 1995) , but groundwater does flow from higher to the lower potholes which rarely go dry (Woo et al. 1993; Rosenberry and Winter 1997; Woo 2002; Winter and LaBaugh 2003) . Clearly, the drainage gradient shown in Fig. 1 can occur at multiple scales, and in the potholes region, the relative importance of local versus remote sources can vary.
2.2 Type-D: mostly surface water-fed but groundwater-supported
These are wetlands over saturated grounds with major flow-through rivers, and they occur in several physiographic settings.
Coastal freshwater wetlands
Along the Atlantic and the Gulf coasts of N. America (Fig. 3b) , the humid climate feeds many rivers that flow across the broad coastal plains toward the ocean. Along the main stems of the rivers are extensive wetlands, e.g., the Big Swamp Rivers of Georgia and N. Carolina where large forests and marshes are cut through by large rivers and interspersed by small lakes. Other examples are the Everglades and the Big Cypress Swamp, inundated with a shallow surface flow centimeters deep. Such wetlands also develop along the coast of the Great Lakes, e.g., the Great Kankakee Marsh in Indiana-Illinois with rivers meandering through flat lowlands, and the Great Black Swamp in Ohio which was the southern tip of ancient Lake Erie. The Great Lakes wetlands have been mostly destroyed (hence missing in Fig. 3b ). Such wetlands are not limited to humid climate; the Mesopotamian Marshlands in Iraq and Iran, at the confluence of Tigris and Euphrates rivers and the home to the Marsh Arabs for 5,000 years, is located in a desert (Fig. 3a) .
Tropical-subtropical forests
Large forested wetlands exist along major rivers in the tropics and subtropics. Forested floodplain covers up to 25% of Amazon basin in S. America, with flood level reaching 10 m during flood season. The Congolian Swamp Forest is formed in a depression in the mid-reach Congo River in equatorial Africa, with 1 m of standing water in the rainy reason. The extensive bottom-land hardwood forest in the lower Mississippi valley, which has been largely destroyed since settlement, is another example of flooded forests over saturated lowlands.
Inland floodplains
The Pantanal in S. America is situated in a large tectonic depression under the upper Paraguay River and flooded annually. Flooding from March to May supports lush aquatic vegetation, and in the dry season the landscape reverts to a savanna. River flooding maintains the wetlands and groundwater plays a passive role in this regard (Girard et al. 2003) . But the numerous lakes and wetlands that dot the Pantanal in the dry season indicates a shallow water table (Barbiero et al. 2002) .
2.3 Type-E: mostly groundwater-fed These wetlands are 'wetted from below' by groundwater upwelling, and they often coexist with headwater streams that derive their source from the same springs.
Coastal freshwater wetlands
Along the Atlantic coast, large wetlands are found over the flat and sandy coastal-plains. Examples are the maplewhite cedar swamps of the Pinelands of New Jersey (Mandernack et al. 2000) , the Great Dismal Swamp (bold cypress) of Virginia and N. Carolina, the Pocosins (evergreen shrub bogs) of the Carolinas, and the Okefenokee Swamp in Georgia and Florida which feed the headwaters of two river systems: the Suwannee River, flowing southwest through Florida to the Gulf of Mexico, and the St. Mary's River, flowing southward and then eastward to the Atlantic Ocean.
Inland freshwater wetlands in semi-arid climate
The Nebraska Sandhills is a region of stabilized sand dunes with interdunal valleys that contain numerous shallow lakes and wetlands despite the low P over the region (Winter 1986) . The dune field is part of the Ogallala formation, a large sandy aquifer that extends throughout the central Great Plains of the US and is recharged in the Rockies to the west (Gutentag et al. 1984) . The high permeability of the sandy substrate and the stable water level suggest that the wetlands are directly connected to this vast groundwater reservoir (Gosselin et al. 1999; Winter et al. 2001 ).
Internal drainage basins
The arid, internal drainage basins of the world contain numerous freshwater, brackish and saline wetlands. In the Great Basin of the western US, large snowfall in the high mountains feeds the springs that emerge at the foothills, as well as streams that empty into the alluvial fans, filling the valley aquifers and raising the water table to the surface in the flat valleys (Snyder 1962; Fan et al. 1997; Patten et al. 2008) . The high ET in the valleys is the only water outlet, leaving salt behind and forming saline lakes and playas that support salt-tolerant vegetation. The name of the city Las Vegas in the arid Nevada implies a swampy condition. Another example is the Texas Panhandle playa wetland system which includes 19,000 playa lakes (http://www. texasep.org/cpft/php.html). Brackish and saline lakes and mud flats also dot the Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau, a vast interior drainage in central Asia. In the arid East Africa Rift Valley, numerous freshwater swamps and blister wetlands are fed by groundwater convergence and springs issued along fault lines (Owen et al. 2004; Ashley et al. 2002) .
Type-F: mostly frozen ground-supported
These wetlands, fed by precipitation/snowmelt and surface/ subsurface runoff, exist largely because of the frozen soil in the shallow depths which prevents drainage. The southern limits of significant seasonal frost penetration ([0.5 m) and patchy permafrost are shown in Fig. 3b , defining regions where frozen ground contributes to wetland formation.
Subarctic marshes, bogs and fens
Vast wetlands develop in the boreal and subarctic lowlands of N. America and Eurasia due to cold climate and poor drainage. Although P is low, ET is even lower, giving a net atmospheric surplus. But most significantly, frozen ground only thaws to a shallow depth, restricting vertical drainage and creating a perched water table (Woo 2002; Price et al. 2005 ). An example is the Hudson Bay Lowlands in Canada: an extensive wetland complex of marshes, peatlands and forested or open bogs and fens (MacDonald 2002) , and in western Siberia: a vast lowland region that is home to extensive peatlands, shallow lakes and river floodplains.
The importance of groundwater and the deficiency in current models
Groundwater-wetland interaction can be complex at local and weather-event scales (Rosenberry and Winter 1997) , but the following broad patterns seem to emerge at continental and climate scales. First, groundwater can be the main source for wetlands where local source is limited but regional groundwater convergence is significant. Regional groundwater flow is the dominant drainage in arid climate and/or with efficient aquifers where the water table drops below local relief and discharge occurs at regional depressions farther down, feeding rivers, oases and wetlands far away from its recharge source (Schaller and Fan 2009) . In this way, groundwater gathers the low P over a large area and concentrates it over a small discharge zone. The freshwater wetlands near Chilean coast, in the Atacama Desert, own their persistence to regional groundwater convergence from the high Andes (Squeo et al. 2006) . Second, groundwater is directly below and supports extensive wetlands primarily fed by surface water through river flooding. But without saturated substrates, surface water fed wetlands cannot persist in dry places or seasons. Raid and Wood 1976 has long recognized the role of the groundwater in sustaining floodplain wetlands, often thought as surface water features. They stated that, ''Often the floodplain may take the form of a very level plane occupied by the present stream channel, and it may never, or only occasionally, be flooded…. It is this subsurface water that controls to a great extent the level of lake surfaces, the flow of the streams, and the extent of swamps and marshes''. Influenced by Raid and Wood 1976 , the National Wetland Inventory by the US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) classifies floodplain wetlands as Palustrine, not Riverine (i.e., not associated with rivers) (Cowardin et al. 1979) .
Third, groundwater is the link between land drainage and the sea level. Except for low desert valleys of internal drainage, the water table cannot drop below the sea level, and hence it is found close to land surface in coastal regions. This is the real reason that large, permanent wetlands are found at coastal lowlands, such as along the Atlantic and Gulf coast in the US. Lacking the water table, current models allow drainage to occur below sea level in flat coastal regions, thus unable to produce the wetland conditions found in nature ). This land drainage-sea level link was evident over the past when global sea level fell/rose over 120 m over glacialinterglacial cycles. As the sea level fell, vast continental shelf was exposed, and in response to the lowered baseline, coastal groundwater discharge increased and freshwater springs appeared in the newly emerged shelves, forming 'coastal oases' and moving inland ecosystems seaward (Faure et al. 2002) . As sea level rose in late Pleistocene to early Holocene, land drainage backed up and water table rose. The attenuation of sea level rise in mid-Holocene led to a period of relative stability when many of the modernday coastal wetlands stabilized, e.g., on the Atlantic coastal plains in southeastern US (Gaiser et al. 2001) , in southern England (Waller et al. 1999) , on the Galician coast in northwestern Spain (Bao et al. 2007) , along the Adriatic coast in southern Italy (Boenzi et al. 2006) , and at the coastal swamps of Trinidad (Ramcharan 2004) . The sequence of peat deposits in coastal sediments in the Venetian plain in northeastern Italy are linked to wetland formation and burial due to millennium-scale sea level change (Miola et al. 2006) . The sequence of wetland flora preserved in volcanic deposit in northern New Zealand are linked to changes in groundwater condition as sea level fluctuated across the coastal plain (Marra et al. 2006 ). Thus at millennium to glacial-interglacial time scales, coastal wetlands are dynamically linked to sea level change, facilitated by the coastal water table forever adjusting to the sea level.
Fourth, the water table depth is a key control of wetland functioning (Lafleur 2008) . It influences wetland productivity and species diversity (Grevilliot et al. 1998; Hayashi and Rosenberry 2002; Groom 2004; Dwire et al. 2006; Stromberg et al. 2007) , and it is a regulator of CO 2 , N 2 O, and particularly CH 4 fluxes from wetlands (Moore and Knowles 1989; Davidson et al. 2000; Jungkunst and Fiedler 2007; Jungkunst et al. 2008) . At the ecosystem level, net CH 4 flux from a given wetland is the balance between production by methanogenic bacteria in the anoxic zone below the water table, and oxidation by methanotrophic bacteria in the oxic zone above the water table (Whalen 2005) . Other factors equal, a shallow water table allows more CH 4 to survive the upward diffusion (Moore 1994; Funk et al. 1994) . A rapidly falling water table may cause quick release of CH 4 bubbles by ebullition (Moore et al. 1990; Windsor et al. 1992) . A seasonal reduction in water table depth transformed a temporal swamp from a CH 4 source to a sink (Harris et al. 1982) . Such process and ecosystem-level understanding has led to quantitative models of wetland CH 4 flux (e.g., Walter and Heimann 2000) . In applying these models, the spatial extent of wetlands and the water table depth, both sensitive to climate, are essential pieces of information as model input (Ju et al. 2006; Dunn et al. 2007 ). However, the water table position is not yet established at continental to global scales due to a lack of observations and explicit representation in current models. This makes it difficult to construct the large-scale water table dynamics, and without it, applications of process-based CH 4 models are poorly supported.
The apparent importance of water table in wetland formation, wetland response to sea level change, and wetland CH 4 flux may be a sufficient justification for a hydrologic framework of wetland delineation that takes into account the water table. But the groundwater is not routinely considered in current models and the approaches in simulating wetlands (e.g., Kaplan 2002; Valdes et al. 2005; Decharme et al. 2008) , nor is cell to cell groundwater flow (e.g., Merot et al. 2003; Gedney and Cox 2004) important to sustaining wetlands in arid climate relying on remote sources and coastal regions constrained by the sea level. Several studies applied the TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby 1979) concept to characterizing water table distribution within a model grid (e.g., Koster et al. 2000; Ducharne et al. 2000; Walko et al. 2000; Chen and Kumar 2001; Seuffert et al. 2002; Gedney and Cox 2003; Yang and Niu 2003) , which allows local topography to redistribute soil water, based on the fact that TOPMODEL is a powerful tool for characterizing hillslope to catchment scale hydrologic equilibrium in a humid climate and with sufficient topographic relief. However, at larger scales where climatic and geologic variabilities emerge, and in a dry climate where the water table falls below the local valleys, the advantage of TOP-MODEL is less clear. In addition, without model cell to cell flow, the local water table has no communication to remote recharge or discharge zones and to the sea level. We wish to emphasize that the water table is not just a local identity, but also a trans-continental surface tied to the sea level (Schaller and Fan 2009) . It is the lateral divergence/convergence at the inter-cell scales that are lacking in current approaches and need to be considered in wetland simulations (Kaplan 2002; Walter et al. 2001a, b) .
While recent effort begins to explicitly include groundwater in regional climate models, this is not yet operational in global climate and ecosystem models participating in the full carbon cycle research. Thus a simple mechanistic framework would be useful for translating standard climate model output into water table conditions so that wetlands can be inferred. That is, we seek a framework that translates current model simulations of land surface fluxes (P, ET, surface runoff), as is, without the groundwater, into water table conditions given the topography and sea level, in an 'off-line' mode. This framework is the main motivation for this study. We define this framework as satisfying the following. First, it must link the water table conditions to the climate, terrain, and sea level, fundamental drivers of land hydrology. Second, it must incorporate the most important 'wetting mechanisms' which, as emerged from the synthesis above, point to the role of the groundwater in supporting the large and stable wetlands of the world. Third, it must explicitly calculate the water table depth for biogeochemical flux estimates. And fourth, it must remain sufficiently simple to be attached onto comprehensive earth system models using routine model output.
In this report, we test the utility of the water table depth as an indicator of large and stable wetlands. The climatologic mean water table depth reflects the long-term water balance under a given climate. Its height is adjusted to balance inflow and outflow, and hence it communicates vertically with the climate (P-ET) and laterally with the neighbors, through groundwater divergence/convergence, and ultimately with the sea level. As such, it integrates the effect of climate and the terrain locally and remotely (up and down the drainage gradient) and globally (the sea level). It reflects the long-term climate condition rather than weather events and is directly responsible for prolonged and stable wet conditions for peat accumulation and vegetation successions. Thus the climatologic mean water table may serve as a first-order indicator of the wetness of the land. In the following, we simulate the modern-day equilibrium water table and compare it with mapped natural wetlands in North America where observations in both water table depth and wetland area are most abundant. The continent also hosts a wide range of wetlands from the arctic tundra to the sub-tropical lowlands, providing a good test bed for the proposed framework.
Hydrologic equilibrium and the water table depth
Assuming that the modern-day land hydrology is in equilibrium with the climate and the sea level (Marshall and Clarke 1999) we model the position of the water table resulting from the long-term balance between the vertical, climate-induced flux across the water table (recharge R, Fig. 4a ) and the lateral, geology-topography-induced flow below and parallel to the water table (drainage, Q), the latter constrained by the sea level (head boundary condition). The result is a smooth, undulating surface that begins at the sea level surrounding a continent and extends into the continent beneath the land topography, occasionally appearing at the land surface as wetlands, rivers and lakes through upward seepage (Qr, Fig. 4a) . Over a hillslope cell (size Dx by Dy), recharge (R) balances lateral divergence (Q) to the lower neighbors:
In a valley cell, lateral convergence (Q) balances upwelling into rivers-wetlands (Q r ):
Equ.2 also applies to a coastal cell where groundwater must emerge before the sea (Q r ).
Groundwater flow equations
The lateral groundwater flow between model cells (Q) is calculated using Darcy's Law and the Dupuit-Forchheimer Approximation (2D flow) (see, e.g., Freeze and Cherry 1979) , which relates the slope of the water table to the flow rate:
where Q is the flow between the center cell and its neighbor n, w is the width of the interface between the cells, T is the transmissivity between the cells, h is the water table head in the center cell referenced to the sea level, h n is the water table head in neighbor n, and l is the distance between the sea level sea level Fig. 4 two. To obtain flow transmissivity, T (product of hydraulic conductivity and the flow cross section height), we examine two cases (Fig. 4b) : the water table above or below the depth (d 0 ) with known soil hydraulic conductivity, K = K 0 . The distinction is necessary because global soil datasets do not include information below the top *2 m of land surface. In Case-a, the water table is above the depth with known K and the transmissivity is,
where d 1 and z 0 are defined in Fig. 4b , and K decreases exponentially with depth from the known value of K 0 ,
where f is the e-folding depth (discussed below). In Case-b, the water table is d 2 below the known K,
where z is land surface elevation of the center cell. Fig. 5a , b which reveal low and flat areas prone to poor drainage and/or groundwater convergence, terrain conditions favorable for wetland formation. We note that GTOPO30 is derived from several sources with varying horizontal spacing and vertical accuracy (http://www1.gsi.go.jp/geowww/globalmap-gsi/gtopo30/ gifs/gt30src.gif). The boundaries in Canada (Fig. 5c , between blue and red) show up prominently in the calculated local slope because the red region is 2-4 times coarser than the blue region. These artificial boundaries in slope remained in the simulated water table Miguez-Macho et al. 2008 ) which is significantly shallower in the region of coarse terrain resolution. Because the interest here includes Canada, we improve the data by replacing GTOPO30 with the USGS Hydroshed product (http://hydrosheds.cr.usgs.gov/) where it is available (gray shade, Fig. 5c ). Hydroshed is based on shuttle radar measurements over the world (uniform source), at the 3 sec. grid resolution (averaged to 30 sec. here) and referenced to the same geodesic coordinates as GTOPO30. However, it only covers the south of the 60°N parallel. Therefore the artificial boundaries in the north, along the 60°N, 67°N, and 70°N parallels, remain in the slope (Fig. 5b) . This is unfortunate because terrain slope is a key control on drainage, and its patchwork nature remains in the simulated water table depth. However, with the ever improving coverage and quality of global digital terrain data, this issue will cease to exist in the future.
Soil information is derived from UNESCO Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) digital soil map of the world at the 1°spacing (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/ecosys/ cdroms/reynolds/reynolds/reynolds.htm). Fractions of silt, clay, sand, and organic carbon are used to produce 12 soil-texture classes defined by the US Department of Agriculture (http://soils.usda.gov/education/resources/lessons/ texture/). Organic soil (peat) is identified as organic carbon [12% (e.g., Brandy 1984) . The 12 soil classes (Fig. 5d ) are assigned hydraulic parameters based on empirical relationships (Clapp and Hornberger 1978) widely used by the climate and hydrologic modeling communities.
Hydraulic conductivity
To calculate groundwater flow, the hydraulic conductivity K for the geologic material must be known at depth, but global soil datasets do not go beyond the top 2-3 m of land surface. Lacking actual measurements, we adopt common assumptions on the vertical distribution of permeability. Porosity and permeability of earth materials generally decrease with depth because pressure-heat release and weathering processes initiate at the surface. Over kilometers, the decrease appears linear in competent rocks like sandstone and exponential in less competent rocks like shale and mudstone (Deming 2002) . At the scales of tens of meters, such trends are less obvious. In watershed modeling it is widely assumed that the decrease is exponential with depth (e.g., Beven and Kirkby 1979) , in the form of Equ.5, which we adopt for this study.
The value of f in Equ.5, reflecting sediment-bedrock profile at a location, depends on the balance among tectonics, in situ weathering, and erosion-deposition. It is a complex function of climate, geology and biota. But the balance depends strongly on terrain slope (e.g., Ahnert 1970; Summerfield and Hulton 1994; Hooke 2000) ; the steeper the terrain, the thinner the regolith. Climate also plays an important role, but the mechanisms are more complex (Walling and Webb 1983; Hooke 2000) e.g., low rainfall produces low sediment runoff, leading to sediment accumulation and deep regolith; high rainfall leads to deeper percolation and denser biota, both enhancing in situ weathering and leading to deeper regolith as well (e.g., Langbein and Schumm 1958; Dendy and Bolton 1976) . For simplicity with only the first order control, we consider the terrain slope only, in determining f.
The functional relationship between f and terrain slope s is determined by calibration to best reproduce water table observations. Through our earlier work in temperate N. America Miguez-Macho et al. 2008) , we obtained the following hyperbolic function of f with terrain slope s:
The map of f is shown in Fig. 6a , with deep soil (large f) associated with flat terrain and shallow soil with steep slopes. While this function worked well in the temperate regions, our earlier experiments show that it leads to a consistent low bias in the simulated water table head in cold climate with frozen soil. The latter is hydrologically manifested as impeded drainage similar to a thin soil mantle overlying bedrocks or other low-permeability substrates. We modify Equ.7 to include the temperature control on drainage depth. It appears that both the seasonal frost depth and the permafrost thaw depth roughly follow the spatial pattern in winter air temperature (Fig. 6b ) (see a synthesis by Nelson and Hinkel 2002) . Soil thermal properties (e.g., presence of peat), geothermal gradient, snow depth and soil water content also influence the freeze-thaw depth. But we maintain simplicity and consider only the first-order control by introducing a twopiece linear temperature modifier, fT, where T is January mean surface air temperature in°C (Fig. 6b) . Equation 8a, 8b is plotted in Fig. 7 (inset) , where -5°C corresponds to the approximate southern limit of significant seasonal frost penetration ([0.5 m) (US Department of Agriculture 1941), and -14°C corresponds to the approximate southern limit of patchy permafrost associated with peat deposits (Nelson and Hinkel 2002) . The slopes of the lines are adjusted to best reproduce observed wetland areas in these two thermal regimes. The final f value is the product of Equ. 7 and 8a, 8b, plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of terrain slope at different January temperatures. The result is a diminishing soil depth (lower f) at steeper slopes and lower temperature. As shown in the map of Fig. 6c , the final f reflects terrain slope in the south but winter temperature in the north. Soil is generally shallow where the land is steep and/or the climate is cold as in high altitudes and latitudes, and it is generally deep where the land is flat and the climate is warm as in the large alluvial valleys and coastal plains in southeast US and the internal drainage basins in the western US. Lateral hydraulic conductivity is needed to calculate cell to cell flow, but global soil datasets only provide vertical conductivity. Lacking observations, we rely on the concept Equ.8 Fig. 7 The temperature modifier (inset) and the dependence of f (K efolding depth) on terrain slope at different January temperatures of anisotropy, relating the lateral conductivity, K L , to the vertical, K V , through the anisotropy ratio, a = K L /K V . It is well known that soils and rocks of sedimentary origin exhibit stratified structure, leading to significant anisotropy, with a ranging 1-1000 (e.g., Freeze and Cherry 1979) . We apply a crude rule based on the clay content of the soil, for clay has a strong effect on anisotropy due to its platy mineral form and its low permeability as a sedimentary unit. The set of values we chose (Table 1) are well within the range observed in nature.
Water table recharge
Recharge (R in Equ.1 and Fig. 4) , or the net flux across the water table as defined in Fan et al. 2007 , is difficult to quantify without coupled soil moisture and water table monitoring or coupled model simulations, because this flux depends on the state of both the soil and groundwater reservoirs. Field observations invoke mass balance over a plot or a small catchment by observing other hydrologic components and inferring recharge, by tracer studies, and by stream flow separation into quick and slow (base-flow) components, the latter sustained by groundwater from recharge. These methods rely on varying assumptions, depend on the periods and scales of studies, and are limited to local estimates. A global field of climatologic flux across the water table can only be achieved by representing the coupled soil moisture and groundwater dynamics in climate models. As mentioned earlier, this is not yet feasible, and some form of surrogate is required.
In this study, we use the observation-based annual rainfall (P) over 1979-2007 minus ET and surface runoff (Q s ): R = P -ET -Q s , the latter two from simulations by three land hydrology models in the Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) (Rodell et al. 2004) . That is, what does not evaporate-transpire or run off to local streams will enter the groundwater reservoir as water table recharge. Because these models do not include the water table and groundwater flow, the latter have no feedbacks to this flux. But at the present such water balance-based recharge is the closest to a globally consistent estimate at climatologic time scales. It is routinely available from climate model simulations, paleoclimate model reconstructions, and future climate change scenarios, making the method useful for such applications.
The three land models used are CLM (10 soil layers to 3.44 m depth), Mosaic (three layers to 3.50 m), and Noah (four layers to 2.0 m) (http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/ services/grads-gds/). GLDAS models simulate land surface fluxes that assimilate surface observations (satellite vegetation leaf area index and land surface skin temperature), driven by observation-based atmospheric fields (Rodell et al. 2004) . They also characterize sub-grid variability essential to land hydrology. Being such, the simulated hydrologic fluxes contain lower atmospheric bias compared to using climate models. As shown in Fig. 7 , the three recharge estimates are similar in spatial patterns but different in magnitudes, due to differences in model soil configuration and flux parameterization, despite identical atmospheric forcing (e.g., identical P, Fig. 6d ). The large difference among the three reflects the uncertainty in recharge estimates. To evaluate sensitivity of the simulated wetlands to recharge forcing, we apply all three estimates in this study.
Some areas receive zero recharge in Mosaic and Noah estimates (Fig. 8b, c) . While this occurs naturally in river valleys and coastal zones where convergent groundwater discharges to rivers and wetlands, it cannot be so in high altitudes such as in the Colorado Rockies. Recharge from snowmelt feeds mountain streams which flow all year around. A zero recharge is inconsistent with this observation. It is also inconsistent with the concept of climatologic equilibrium water table. Without recharge and with lateral divergence as in the Rockies, the water table will drop indefinitely, until valley recharge backflows to the mountains which is clearly unlikely. Lacking better alternatives, we set a minimum recharge as 10 mm/year mainly for the sake of numerical stability.
Conversely, the recharge in the valleys is unrealistically high, particularly in the desert closed basins of the western US. For example, Noah recharge in the Great Salt Lake Valley of Utah is higher than the surrounding mountains (Fig. 8c) , inconsistent with the understanding of closed basin hydrology that valley evaporation is the only water outlet from the system (Snyder 1962; Lines 1979; Bowler 1986; Duffy and Al-Hassan 1988; Fan et al. 1997) .
Recharge in these valleys must be negative, balancing the high snowfall in the mountains that flow into the valleys. Without this outlet, the modeled water table will be biased high. However, it is difficult to set a cap in all valleys across the continent. This issue is left unaddressed and needs to be considered in the validation and wetland comparison later. 
Boundary conditions and the simulations
The simulation is performed at a grid resolution of 30 sec., or *912 m 9 927 m at 10 o N (southern end of domain) and 247 m 9 927 m at 74°N (northern end), totaling 41,502,435 land cells over the continent. Lateral boundary condition of zero head is set at the sea level along the coast. Starting the initial water table at the land surface, we solve the flow equations iteratively until the head stabilizes at all cells (Dh/iteration \1 mm). With parallel processing, a run can be completed in 2 days on 64 processors of the Finis Terrae computer at the Supercomputer Center of Santiago de Compostela, Galicia, Spain (Centro de Supercomputación de Galicia, CESGA). We note that this computation is intended to be performed off-line, not interactive with other components of earth system models. It is also intended to be performed at climate equilibrium time scales, scales relevant to wetland establishment (hydric soil formation, peat accumulation and vegetation succession), such as century to millennium time steps at which fundamental shifts in hydrology occurs.
With lateral, cell to cell, groundwater convergence, river and wetland cells appear in the simulation where the water table rises to the land surface. At these cells, the water table is kept at the land surface, mimicking river and ET removal in nature. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 8d-f corresponding to the three recharge forcings.
Validation with water table observations
We compiled water table observations at 567,946 sites in the US from the entire USGS archive over (Fig. 9) . A detailed description of the data is given in Fan et al. 2007 . About 81% of the sites have one reading taken sometime in the past; that is, each data point has a different time stamp and the map contains some temporal noise. Also, the sites are mostly at low elevations and river valleys, which will introduce a spatial bias in the dataset. In addition, groundwater pumping has lowered the water table over large regions (orange in Fig. 9 ). But this is the best data available and we will use it to validate model simulations bearing in mind potential problems. Recently we compiled 623 observations from six Canadian provinces and the Canadian wetland database. We evaluate the simulation at 360,889 model cells that contain observations. We examine the statistics of the residual (simulatedobserved head), which should follow a Gaussian distribution with a zero mean and no systematic dependence on climate and terrain. The residual statistics are shown in Fig. 10 for the three simulations, and we make the following observations.
(1) The histograms of the residuals are close to Gaussian.
In the CLM run, results at 16% of the cells are within 1 m of observations, 43% within 5 m, 65% within 10 m, and 83% within 20 m. Using Mosaic run, they are 16, 41, and 80%, respectively. Using Noah, they are 16, 42, and 82%, respectively. Given the wide range of climate and terrain conditions, the simple parameterization, the uncertainty in recharge forcing, and the noise and bias in the observations, we consider the agreement with observations acceptable. (2) The mean of the residual is slightly negative for all three simulations (-0.23 m from CLM, -4.77 m from Mosaic, and -1.60 m from Noah) as related to the negative skew (longer tail on the left). To diagnose where the large negative bias occurred, we plot the residual versus key climate and terrain variables. Negative bias occurs at cooler and drier climate and higher and steeper terrain. Two clusters of low bias are visible in the residual versus P plot, with the first (circled blue) corresponding to the Rockies at the 200-500 mm P range, and the second (green) corresponding to the Appalachians at the 1,000-1,250 mm P range (Fig. 6d ). There are two likely reasons. First, the model grid spacing (30 sec., [900 m) is too large to resolve the intricate valleys and to compare with point observations in rough terrain. In nature, the high local topographic relief redistributes the available recharge into local valleys, creating locally high water table (as observed by USGS monitoring wells); in the model, the large flat cell only drains to the next flat cell, which, although mimics the regional drainage well, obliterates local drainage. Second, the GLDAS recharge is likely too low in the mountains (near zero) to sustain perennial mountain streams observed in nature. Although a 10 mm minimum recharge is specified in the model, it is insufficient to maintain the observed high water table in the high valleys. (3) The peak of the histogram occurred not at zero, but at 1.02, 0.98, and 1.01 m, respectively, suggesting a slight high model bias. Residual versus climate and terrain plots suggest that the high bias occurs at warmer and wetter climate (positive correlation with temperature and P), and lower and flatter terrain (negative correlation with elevation and slope). It is attributed to widespread groundwater pumping which lowers the observed water table in regions occupying mild climate and low-flat valleys and coastal regions.
It is expected that the low model bias in the mountainous regions (observation 2 above) will affect Type-A wetland estimates (local runoff fed), but the slight high bias in developed regions due to pumping (low bias in observations, three above) will have little effect on wetland delineation. 
Comparison with Mapped Wetlands
A few broad features are apparent in the simulated water table (Fig. 11a , Noah recharge): shallow water table is found in three types of settings. The first is in a humid climate over flat lowland, e.g., the lower Mississippi valley and the coastal plains. These regions correspond closely to the large wetlands found here (Fig. 3b) . The second shallow water table setting is in the boreal region, e.g., the Hudson Bay lowlands, where frozen ground and proximity to sea level are the primary cause. They correspond closely to the large mapped wetlands here (Fig. 3b) . The third shallow water table setting is in the arid/semi-arid climate, but with large regional groundwater convergence, such as the inter-mountain valleys of western US where snowmelt in the mountains feeds the aquifers in the valleys, and the arid western Texas Gulf coast and the Baja coast, where groundwater, sourced in interior highlands, emerges before the sea. In these three settings, the shallow water table must be the primary 'wetting mechanism' for the wetlands, giving rise to the broad resemblance between Figs. 3b and 11a. A strong resemblance is also apparent at a more local scale as one compares Fig. 11b lower 48 states (Dahl 1990) . The extent of loss is seen in the California Central Valley (Fig. 11g ) and the lower Mississippi valley (Fig. 11h) . Because wetland draining practice (ditches, tiles) is difficult to incorporate into the model, the comparison is made with pre-settlement estimates from Dahl 1990. The latter is based on multiple sources including colonial or state records, historic maps of hydric soils, land use conversion records and drainage statistics, and may contain uncertainties due to the lack of quantitative mapping and shifting political boundaries in early settlement times. Yet it is the most complete quantitative reconstruction of natural wetland distribution and extent, and hence it will be used here.
To determine the threshold water table depth for wetland conditions, we resort to wetland water table observations in the literature for guidance of reasonable cutoff depth. We compiled recent data from published literature (see http://envsci.rutgers.edu/*yreinfelder/wetland_water_table_ obs.pdf) which suggest a range of 0-1.5 m, with a mean of 0.40 m. The 359 water table depth observations in the Canadian wetland database averaged 0.20 m (http://wetlands. cfl.scf.rncan.gc.ca/norx368/info-eng.asp). We evaluated several thresholds, and a threshold of 0.25 m seems to give reasonable estimates of wetland areas from the simulations. The left column in Fig. 12 plots the area with water table depth \0.25 m versus mapped wetland area in the 48 states for the three simulations. We note the following patterns.
(1) Overall, the simulations successfully capture the continental-scale distribution of wetlands as represented by the 48 states across a wide range of climate and terrain conditions, as suggested by the high correlation coefficients (0.8882, 0.8300, and 0.8772 for CLM, Mosaic, and Noah, respectively). The large wetland area in Texas, mostly arid but with extensive coastal wetlands along the Gulf, is well represented in CLM and Noah runs, a result of regional groundwater convergence from interior highlands before the sea. (2) All three simulations tend to under-estimate coastal wetlands (green lettering). Mosaic gives the lowest as a result of its unrealistically low recharge over the humid and sandy coastal plains. A synthesis study by the USGS (Delin and Risser 2007) , based on multiple field methods, gives a mean of *600 mm/year in N. Carolina (NC), but Mosaic gives *80 mm/year, CLM *180 mm/year and Noah *260 mm/year (noted on Fig. 8a-c ) the latter gives the best wetland estimate among the three. Another USGS field study (Noble 1997) near Houston, Texas, gives 150 mm/ year, close to CLM and Noah (Fig. 8a-c) but grossly under-estimated by Mosaic (\25 mm/year) which gives the least wetland in Texas (TX). The results suggest that the simulated wetland depends on the accuracy of recharge; where the recharge is closer to observations, so is the model wetland. (3) All three simulations consistently under-estimate the wetlands in cold regions (blue lettering). It is at least partially due to the unrealistically low recharge. Over Minnesota (MN), the USGS synthesis (Delin and Risser 2007) reports *300 mm/year, but CLM gives *80 mm/year, Mosaic *30 mm/year, and Noah *50 mm/year (Fig. 8a-c) , with CLM giving the best wetland estimate. Over Wisconsin (WI), the USGS study reports *300 mm/year, but CLM gives *150 mm/year, Mosaic *90 mm/year, and Noah *110 mm/year (Fig. 8a-c) , with CLM giving the best, albeit still low, estimate. This again illustrates the importance of realistic recharge; in both MN and WI cases, the more accurate recharge (CLM) consistently gives more accurate wetland estimates. (4) All three simulations over-estimate the arid states (orange lettering). The incorrectly high recharge in the arid internal-drainage basins is considered the primary cause. In internal-drainage basins, recharge in the valleys must be negative to balance the high precipitation in the mountains which flows to the valleys. Evaporation from the floor of Pilot Valley near the Nevada-Utah border was estimated to be 1,380 mm/year based on multiple field methods (Lines 1979) . Given that precipitation is about 80 mm/year (Fan et al. 1997) , the recharge is about -1,300 mm/year. But all three GLDAS recharge estimates are positive (10-40 mm/yr) ( Fig. 8a-c) . Mosaic has the lowest recharge which gives the best estimate of wetlands in Nevada and Utah, and Noah has the highest recharge which gives the worst estimates. This again illustrates the importance of recharge. A negative recharge cannot be achieved in GLDAS models without lateral groundwater flow from the mountains, pointing to the need to include groundwater flow in the models themselves. (5) Both CLM and Noah simulations tend to overestimate wetlands in the humid and hilly Appalachian states (black lettering), unexpected since the simulated water table has a low bias here (Fig. 10) Given the uncertainties in recharge, as manifested by the large difference among the three estimates, and the fact that -F wetlands) . Unfortunately, the digital topography in Canada consists of a patchwork of varying resolution (Fig. 5c ) leading to inconsistent terrain slope and water table estimates across the border of the patches. Therefore we give primary weight to Alaska which has the same high-quality topographic and wetland mapping as in the lower 48 states, and the lower Canadian provinces where the coarse topography has been replaced (Fig. 5c) .
Wetland area in Alaska is obtained from (Dahl 1990 ) as the pre-settlement acreage although it has not been significantly affected by humans (1% loss). Wetland areas in Canada are from the Atlas of Canada (http://atlas.gc.ca/ sitefrancais/english/learningresources/theme_modules/ wetlands/index.html). Figure 12 (right column) gives the comparison between simulated and mapped wetlands. We make the following remarks.
(1) All three simulations grossly over-estimate wetlands in eastern Canada (bright blue lettering, Quebec, Ontario, Newfoundland and Labrador or NF&L). We contribute this to the gross over-estimate of recharge by the three GLADS models. A water balance study in southern Quebec (Nastev et al. 2006 ) reports a recharge of *58 mm/year, while CLM gives 200-300 mm/year, Mosaic 300-400 mm/year, and Noah 200-300 mm/ year (Fig. 8a-c) , with Mosaic giving the highest bias. A similar study in southern Ontario (Meriano and Eyles 2003) reports a recharge of 110 mm/year, while all three models give 200-300 mm/year (Fig. 8a-c) . These very high recharge rates had large effects on the water table in this flat and low region. (2) The large over-estimate in Northwest Territory and Yukon (red lettering) in all three simulations is largely caused by the coarse digital topography (red region in Figs. 5c, 2-4 times coarser than blue). The resulting flatter slope lead to slower drainage and higher water table, giving large wetland areas north of 60°N (Fig. 11a) . The effect is further exacerbated in Yukon due to high natural relief. It also contributed to the positive bias in Quebec which has a portion north of 60°N. (3) All three simulations over-estimate wetlands in the mountain chains in the west (Alaska, Yukon, and British Columbia or BC) (black lettering), which we attribute to the coarse grid over rough terrain as discussed earlier and further examined later (Fig. 13) . (4) Both Mosaic and Noah slightly under-estimate wetlands in the Prairie Provinces (magenta lettering). The primary reason is the grid resolution (30 sec., *900 m) which is too coarse to resolve the individual potholes or sloughs which are 30-200 m across (Zhang and Allen 2004) , as shown later (Fig. 13) . It may also be a partial cause for under-estimation in the Prairie states of the US (the Dakotas and Minnesota).
Overall, wetlands in Canada are grossly over-estimated due to the unlikely high recharge in eastern Canada and the coarse terrain grid in northern Canada. The high correlation coefficient between simulated and mapped wetlands illustrates the value of the water table as a first-order indicator of wetland conditions. We note that the qualities of forcing and terrain data are not inherent deficiencies of the framework. With improved land hydrologic modeling and with improved global terrain data in the future, the advantage of the water table as a wetland indicator will likely to be more apparent.
In the above discussions, the over-estimate in mountain wetlands and the under-estimate in Prairie pothole wetlands were attributed to the coarse grid resolution in the model. Figure 13 illustrates the effect of grid size by comparing simulations at 30 sec. (*925 m) and 9 sec. (*275 m). At a location in the Sierra Nevada mountains (Fig. 13a) , mapped wetlands (http://www.fws.gov/ wetlands/Data/GoogleEarth.html) are linear features in the narrow valleys, which are well simulated by the 9 sec. grid (blue cells, water table depth \0.25 m) but poorly represented by the 30 sec. grid as large, broken patches. The wetland area in the 30 sec. grid is 2.8 times of the area in the 9 sec. grid. At a location in the Prairie potholes near Cottonwood Lakes in N. Dakota (Fig. 13b) , where the USGS has conducted numerous field studies (e.g., Winter and Rosenberry 1995) , the mapped wetlands take three forms: large patches (lower left), linear bands (upper right), and numerous isolated small patches (potholes, throughout the map). The 30 sec. grid captured the large patches and exaggerated the large linear band for the same reasons as in Fig. 13a , but it missed all the small, isolated potholes. The 9 sec. grid captured both the large patches and the linear bands well, but it missed almost all of the small, isolated potholes. Even at 9 sec. (*275 m), the individual potholes (30-200 m across) cannot be resolved. Unless the grid resolution is smaller than the potholes, wetland in this environment will not be fully captured by this method.
Finally, we note the close agreement between the mapped wetlands and the simulated wetlands at the 9 sec. grid. It illustrates the importance of cell-to-cell groundwater convergence at smaller scales. Lateral redistribution is important to representing continental-scale wetlands due to large-scale convergence and the sea level boundary condition. Lateral redistribution is equally and perhaps more important to representing small wetlands due to local convergence because the topographic relief is more pronounced at such scales. The limitation lies in the grid size.
Summary and discussions
The objectives of the study were to, first, provide a synthesis of key hydrologic mechanisms of wetland formation, and second, formulate and test a simple framework for simulating wetlands in global climate and earth system models. Below we summarize our efforts and findings.
(1) The synthesis suggests that natural wetlands can be classified into four end-member types, Type-A: mostly precipitation and local surface/subsurface runoff-fed, Type-D: mostly surface water-fed but groundwater-supported, Type-E: mostly groundwater-fed, and Type-F: mostly frozen ground-supported. Wetlands can be found along a continuum defined by these end-members and may have contributions from more than one mechanism, but these end-members need to be represented simultaneously in a modeling framework in order to capture the wide range of wetlands encountered at continental and global scales. (2) The synthesis underscores the role of the groundwater in sustaining large and stable wetlands. It supports surface water-fed wetlands by maintaining a saturated substrate, directly feeds wetlands, and constrains land drainage by the sea level. It also regulates CH 4 flux from wetlands. Because lateral groundwater flow and the water table position are not yet included in climate and earth system models, a key mechanism of wetland formation has been left out. (3) We developed a simple framework for wetland simulation using the water table depth as a first order indicator of wetland conditions. The water table position reflects the long-term balance between the climate input and the terrain-induced and sea level constrained drainage. Constructing the equilibrium water table requires climate forcing as water table recharge, obtained as R = P -ET -surface runoff. It also requires terrain slope and winter temperature to parameterize soil depths, and the sea level as the boundary condition of known water table heads. To address the sensitivity of the method to forcing uncertainties, we performed the simulation using model estimates from three GLDAS land models. (4) Comparison against mapped wetlands suggests that the method can capture the most prominent continental-scale features in wetland distribution and extent, particularly large valley and coastal wetlands formed by large-scale groundwater convergence, and the boreal and sub-arctic wetlands caused by poor drainage over frozen grounds. This is a direct result of lateral groundwater divergence/convergence among the model cells, a key process for the formation and maintenance of large and stable wetlands, but absent in current wetland modeling approaches. A wetland simulation scheme based on soil moisture and land slope, as commonly adopted, will have difficulties finding wetlands along the Atlantic and Gulf coast; the sandy coastal plain soils will drain the rainfall quickly, and without the shallow water table, the drainage is allowed to occur below sea level, causing soil moisture to be near the wilting point (MiguezMacho et al. 2008) which cannot be interpreted as wetlands, although extensive wetlands are found here. (5) Comparison between simulations at different grid resolutions suggests that at finer grids, the framework may be equally capable of simulating small wetlands perched in high valleys or isolated as potholes. Cellto-cell groundwater flow is arguably more important at hillslope scales in redistributing moisture surplus or deficit in regions of high local relief. Sub-grid characterization, as commonly applied in global models, will provide a solution if the interests are to represent these small wetlands. (6) Our study shows that the accuracy of the simulated wetlands depends on that of recharge forcing. Where the recharge is closer to independent field observations, so is the estimated wetland. Given the fact that a globally consistent recharge estimate must be obtained from model simulations and that these models do not yet include the groundwater processes that affect recharge, such estimates will remain conceptually and quantitatively flawed. A meaningful approach would be to explicitly include the groundwater processes in these models. An important objective for the community is to reconstruct global wetlands in the past and the future in response to changes in climate, ice extent and sea level. Given the importance of the groundwater, the objective would be best achieved if the models explicitly track the groundwater mass balance. Its role in controlling continental-scale soil moisture, ET, P, river flow, and river basin water budget has been investigated by several recent studies (e.g., Liang et al. 2003; Yeh and Eltahir 2005; Yu et al. 2006; Niu et al. 2007; Maxwell et al. 2007; Fan et al. 2007; Miguez-Macho et al. 2007 , 2008 Anyah et al. 2008; Schaller and Fan 2009, among others) , which suggest that the groundwater reservoir is an integral part of the terrestrial water cycle. Its role in global wetland water-carbon dynamics needs to be similarly examined through dynamically coupled model simulations. In the absence of that, the framework presented here may provide an alternative approach.
